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judges

PROFESSOR SUE WILLIAMS
Painting deserves more attention and where best to begin but with BEEP

Discussions were bountiful and intense, equally our decisions were often

Painting Biennial 2018. For two days I had the privilege of working alongside

difficult to make. Regrettably many paintings have not been included but this

Andre Stitt and Jonathan Powell viewing a vast selection of paintings from

does not reflect upon the work, as all artists showed their individual passion,

around the world. I found the experience to be humbling to say the least, as it

confidence and authority. When selecting work from so many talented artists

highlighted great human endeavour and commitment, particularly in a culture

there will always be disappointment for some. Selection has to be done with

where the future of the arts and arts education is being seriously challenged

care and consideration as the resulting exhibition needs to be as coherent and

and questioned. As artists we are living in interesting political times and I am

as balanced as possible so there is an essential radical approach that allows

sure many would agree we have further challenging times ahead of us, so I

a sense of fluidity, providing a finely tuned representation of good painting

see it as a time when we need to use our artistic abilities as powerful political

practice. As a practitioner and lecturer in painting I am fully aware of the

voices. It is important to find every opportunity to reveal our voices and this

sense of urgency that echoes within us all when applying for open submissions,

is where a unique platform such as BEEP Painting Biennial allows the painter

creating high expectations and some disappointments. The open submission

to use their artistic voices, to retort, rebel, demand attention and celebrate

process is vital to the art world and should not be considered as devaluing

painting.

those who are not included. Each BEEP Painting Biennial offers two fresh
perspectives and I hope our selection will be intriguing and exciting, as well

Through Jonathan Powell’s bold and ambitious initiative to promote

as thought provoking. We live in a rapidly changing culture that is seemingly

international contemporary painting to Wales he has placed Swansea firmly on

complacent and averse to risk so BEEP is timely, relevant and an essential

the art map as a recognised hub of activity where painting is given its rightful

platform where painting can challenge, provoke dialogue, and confront a new

voice. To be viewing over a thousand paintings seemed daunting but no sooner

audience. We also need to support BEEP for our future generation of painters,

had we started I felt compelled to admit that I had been immersed into a richly

many of whom I have taught through university as it is important to continue

provocative magical mystery tour, offering many interesting dialogues about

to offer such great opportunities where many contemporary global artistic

painting aesthetics, the painting ‘pain barrier’, painting as an intellectual

voices can be seen all together in Swansea.

process and how intuition plays its role.

ANDRE STITT

other post capitalist industries. The artist/painter revealed at international
biennale’s is a product of the institution. Let’s not be romantic about this: the

Having exhibited previously in BEEP I was delighted and honoured to be asked

artist struggling alone in the studio with existential forces? Nah, sounds like

to select work for this years’ biennale. BEEP is becoming increasingly important

some nostalgic thaumaturgic theophany to me. As Kris Kraus has indicated

amongst a very small handful of open painting competitions. It also represents

‘Whereas modernism believed the artist’s life held all the magic keys to reading

an independent approach that sets it apart from the big open exhibitions such

works of art, neo-conceptualism has cooled this off and corporatized it. The

as the John Moore’s in Liverpool. This allows for another identity to emerge

artist’s own biography doesn’t matter much at all. What life? The blanker the

focusing on the exciting tensions and current discourse within contemporary

better. The life

painting. Based in Swansea and creating focus for Wales within a larger
global network it reveals locations outside of dominant art market centres as

experience of the artist, if channelled into the artwork, can only impede art’s

being vital and important for both emerging and established painters. I love it

neo-corporate, neoconceptual purpose. It is the biography of the institution

because it’s not tied to a major institution and is organised by artists for artists

that we want to read.’ This can engender ‘double-tracking’ for an artist;

with all the messiness, subversion and oppositional tensions that allows.

wanting to be validated by the institution/market while wishing to be seen as
independent, having outsider status; being special and different.

A quick scan of international biennales reveals the continual reconstitution
of those now distant conceptual imperatives of late and post modernism. The

Yet herein lies the contradiction and importance of exposure outside of the

ideological position that produced ideas of anti-commodification and the

institution that a small-scale artist-led initiative like BEEP might offer. The

dematerialisation of the art object have been institutionalised through neo-

focus on painting in and of itself is refreshing in a world of neoconceptual

liberalism. Biennales are tied to the market economy of art and its distribution

neo-corporate biennales, art fairs, institutional blockbuster and survey shows.

including the role of commerce in the production, valuing, acquisition and
collection of art. Art is an industry and as such has been historically part of

In this year’s BEEP I have come face-to-face with my own history and

the history of human exchange and more recently co-opted by neo-liberal free

expectations of painting. The past and the future, and paintings persistence

market economies to produce what Beaudrillard suggests as a simulation of

in the present. Painting is overloaded by a long past, and has a difficult

forms and endless reproduction.

relationship with the future, mainly because people are periodically exclaiming
that it has none. However, what has been revealed through selecting the work

Painting is inextricably linked to these networks of formulation, production,

for this year’s BEEP is that painting is an open field.

and reproduction (and the current validation of post-production). The
made to order neo-conceptualism of much of contemporary art allows for

Selecting and negotiating a paintings value beyond technical proficiency with

the integration and cohabitation of painting while often simultaneously

the monkey of neo-conceptualism, irony, ambiguity, contradiction and paradox

excluding it if painting does not fit current institutional trends. Painting

on my back, has been for me simply thrilling. I would like to think that our

within the context of contemporary art is also part of the neo-corporate

selection for BEEP has been a sneaky survey of current painting: slightly

professionalisation of art production and is congruent with specialisation in

contradictory, a joyful celebration and an abrasive provocation.

Beep Painting Prize 2018
Swansea College of Art . Dynevor Campus . De-La Beche Street .
Swansea . SA1 3EU
Launches Friday 3rd August . 6-8pm
Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Weds – Sat . 11am – 5pm

Launched in 2012, beep (biennial exhibition of painting) is a contemporary painting
prize attracting artists from all over the world. Beep supports imaginative and
vibrant practice in contemporary painting & returns this year with an expanded
programme of satellite exhibitions, residencies and symposiums around the main
prize show in partnership with Swansea galleries and educational organisations.

The judges this year for the main prize show are celebrated artists Andre Stitt &
Sue Williams. The winner will be announced on the opening night and will receive
£1000 and a solo exhibition with elysium gallery. There is Welsh artist prize of
£200 sponsored by the Friends of the Glynn Vivian & a peoples prize of £200
selected by the visitors to the show.

www.uwtsd.ac.uk

ARTISTS

Susan Absolon . www.susanabsolon.co.uk

Susan Absolon . Sinead Aldridge . Jacqueline Alkema . Amanda Ansell .
Tony Antrobus . Damaris Athene . Katie Beth Avey . Ian Baker . Tom Banks .
Sarah Barker Brown . Titus Barker . Tinka Bechert . Helena Benz .
Jo Berry . Kelly Best . Karl Bielik . Fiona Birnie & Kevin Broughton .
Yvette Blackwood . Helen G Blake . Helen Booth . Donna Brewins-Cook .
Claire Brewster . Manuel Brillaud & Jade Hidden . Charlotte Brisland .
Louise Bristow . Orlanda Broom . Philippa Brown . Stephen Buckeridge .
Megan Burns . John Busher . Max Cahn . Jill Campbell . Hannah Campion .
John Carroll . Francisco Centofanti . Corinne Charton . Minyoung Choi .
John Wyatt-Clarke . Ronnie Cook . Sarah Cooney . Paul Crook . Gordon Dalton .
Cecilia Danell . Rhiannon Davies . Gabriel Di Mauro . Lucy Donald .
Nathan Down . Tom Down . Tamara Dubnyckyj . Sara Dudman . Zachary Dutton .
Jenny Eden . Garry Edmiston-Taylor . Frances Edmonds . Kelly Ewing .

Flock
Oil on board
28 x 30 x 3.5cm
2017

Love Muscle Transplant
Oil on board
28 x 30 x 3.5cm
2017

Jane Fairhurst . Susan Francis . Pippa Gatty . Richard Graville .
Jason Gregory . Oliver Guyon . Adam Hennessey . Christopher Holloway .

Sinead Aldridge . www.worksanddays.sineadaldridge.eu

Laura Hudson . Mew Jirasirikul . Andy Jones . Graham Jones . Lucia Jones .
Jarik Jongman . Bernadette Kerrigan . Catherine Knight . Catrin Llwyd .
Paula MacArthur . Alice MacDonald . Christopher Marsh . Eilish McCann .
Michael McCormack . Rachel McDonnell . James Moore . Anthony Morris .
Ruth Murray . Sylwia Narbutt . Max Naylor . Rolina Nell . Philip Nicol .
Elvira Rose Oddy . Mahali O’Hare . Amy Owen . Susanne Lund Pangrazio .
Nadja Plein . Rhodri Rees . William Reinsch . Geza Ricz . Tim Ridley .
Luke Roberts . Ed Saye . Lee Shott . Jayne Anita-Smith . Tomos Sparnon .
Danilo Stojanovic . Mircea Teleaga . Molly Thomson .
Hannah Turner-Duffin . Avis Underwood . Monica Perez Vega .
Ziling Wang . Jan Williams

Belfast Pietà
Oil on board
30cm x 25cm
2018

Miranda
Oil on board
30cm x 25cm
2018

Jacqueline Alkema . www.jacquelinealkema.co.uk

Girls kissing by the prison gate
Oil on panel
36 x 43cm

Tony Antrobus .

Full Circle
Oil on canvas
35 x 25cm
2018

Amanda Ansell . www.amandaansell.co.uk

Clouds

Soothed Grooves

Oil on canvas
35 x 45cm
2017

Oil on canvas
92.5 x 81.5cm
2017

Damaris Athene . www.damarisathene.co.uk

The Pieces of my Spirit Strewn II

The Pieces of my Spirit Strewn III

Oil on MDF
61 x 45cm
2017

Oil on MDF
61 x 45cm
2017

Katie Beth Avey . www.kbavey.wixsite.com/katieaveyart

Tom Banks . www.tombanks.net

House no.9
Oil on ply board
16 (w) x 12.5 (h) x 12cm (d)
2017
Locket II
Mixed media on board
72cm x 52cm
2018

Sarah Barker Brown . www.sarahbarkerbrown.com

Ian Baker . www.Ianbakerartist.co.uk

‘The heart of you’
Oil and house paint on board
100 x 80cm

House no.10
Oil on ply board
15.5 (w) x 12.5 (h) x 12cm (d)
2017

Ann from Devon
Oil on Board
25.5 x 30.5 x 4cm
2018

Titus Barker .

Untitled
(blue and black paintings)

Helena Benz .

Untitled
(blue and black paintings)

Tinka Bechert . www.tinkabechert.com .

Untitled Collage/ Painting
Mixed media on raw canvas
200 x 120cm
2018

Courtesy of Galerie Gerken Berlin

Composition in Arcs No1
Acrylic on panel
30 x 41cm
2018

Jo Berry . www.joberry.org

Untitled
Acrylic on canvas
30 x 40cm
2018

Composition in Arcs No2
Acrylic on panel
30 x 30cm
2018

Fiona Birnie & Kevin Broughton

Kelly Best . www.kellybest.co.uk

Viridian
Oil on board
21.5 x 13cm
2016

Flux
Oil on board
30 x 54cm
2016

Karl Bielik . www.karlbielik.com

Base
Oil on canvas
30 x 25cm
2018

HELL FROZE
Oil on linen
76 x 66cm
2018

Minty
Oil on linen
126.5 x 121.5cm
2018

Yvette Blackwood . www.stanslift.com

Hotwire
Oil on canvas
175 x 165cm
2017-18.

Polemic squalor
Acrylic paint, Flashe, high-flow
acrylic paint on canvas
50cm x 40cm
2018

Phantasmagoric permissions
Acrylic paint, Flashe, high-flow acrylic
paint on canvas
70cm x 50cm
2018

Helen G Blake . www.helengblake.com

Substructure
Oil on linen on board
32 x 26cm
2014

Invisible i - with red
Oil on canvas
80 x 80cm
2017

invisible series, unsung lullaby
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 100cm
2017

Claire Brewster . www.clairebrewster.co.uk

Helen Booth . www.helenbooth.com

Thin ice
Oil on canvas
122 X 92cm
2017

Donna Brewins-Cook . www.donnabrewinscook.com

Yours or mine
110 X 100cm
2016

We Can’t Fight This Anymore
Acrylic ink, paint and collage on canvas
45.5 x 35.5 cm
2018

Manuel Brillaud & Jade Hidden . www.instagram.com/j_point_m/

Jungle Legs
Collage & Oil Painting on canvas
215 x 100cm
2018

Wind
Collage & Oil Painting
150 x 150cm
2018

Charlotte Brisland . www.charlotte.brisland@outlook.com

Green and White house

The Circus

Oil on canvas
120 x 150cm
2017

Oil on canvas
100 x 120cm
2018

Louise Bristow . www.louisebristow.com

Playground
Oil on wood panel
80 x 40cm
2016

Fairytale
Oil on wood panel
80 x 40cm
2016

Orlanda Broom . www.orlandabroomartist.com

Horse Throat
Acrylic and resin on canvas
37 x 37cm
2018

Philippa Brown . www.philippabrown.co.uk

The skin at the end of the crawl
Oil and wood on fabric
27 x 31cm
2018

The bang in the gang
Oil and wood on fabric
24 x 27cm
2018

Stephen Buckeridge . www.stephenbuckeridge.co.uk

Re-router
Acrylic & mixed media on canvas
25 x 20cm
2017

Megan Burns .

Altered Space 0.6
Emulsion & acrylic on board
42 x 27cm
2018

John Busher . www.johnbusher.ie

Climbing Frame (Birds)
Oil on Canvas
20 x 100cm
2014 – 2016

Max Cahn . www.maxcahn.co.uk

Rubicon
Oil on canvas
76 x 86cm
2016

Jill Campbell . www.jillcampbell.info

Lemon Sky
Acrylic on canvas
40 x 50cm
2018

Hannah Campion . www.hannahcampion.com

Slice
Mixed media on Aluminum
125 x 200cm diptych
2015

John Carroll .

Kitchen Table study
250 x 250cm
2017

Francisco Centofanti . www.franciscocentofanti.com

Snow Monkey in Trafalgar Square
Egg Tempera on Gesso Board
2018

School Playground 2
Oil on linen
20.8 x 25.3cm

Corinne Charton . www.corinnecharton.com

When My dumb-ass ex left the house
we shared, he left me to take care of
his three houseplants, but I smoked
them.
(the lady with the writing quill)
Oil on Linen
60 x 50cm
2016

Minyoung Choi . www.minyoungchoi.co.uk

He sent me letters expressing how
much he would like to watch me
being naked while devouring a roast
chicken.
(the lady with the hat)
Oil on linen
60 x 50cm
2016

Untitled(violet)
Oil on linen
35 x 27cm

John Wyatt Clarke . www.johnwyattclarke.com

Hard Evidence
Oil on paper
80 x 55cm
2018

Ronnie Cook . www.ronniehouselandercook.weebly.com

True Story
Acrylic on board
61 x 81cm
2018

Paul Crook . www.paulcrook.kk5.org

Cowcaddens
Acrylic on Canvas
125 x 100cm
2018

Sarah Cooney . www.sarahcooney.co.uk

‘Arthur’’
Oil on canvas
40 x 30cm
2017

Yellow Steps
Acrylic on canvas
125 x 100cm
2018

Gordon Dalton . www.gordondalton.com

I am so lost without you
acrylic on canvas
40 x 30cm
2018

Cecilia Danel . www.ceciliadanell.com

RawMaterial
Oil on canvas
36 x 45cm
2018

Rhiannon Davies . www.instagram.com/rhiannonsiandaviesart/

Twats in coats
Oil on board
40.5 x 25.5cm
2018

Gabriel Di Mauro . gabrieldimauro.weebly.com

Raymont
Acrylic on Canvas
1.2 x 1.2m
2018

Lucy Donald . www.lucydonald.weebly.com

Back Garden Oasis in the Style of Cambrian Pottery
Watercolour on watercolour paper
38 x 34cm
2018

Nathan Down . www.nathandown.co.uk

‘Untitled (Study #4)
Acrylic paint, spray paint, latex and
paper on stitched canvas
25 x 25cm
2018

‘Untitled (Study #6)’
Acrylic paint, spray paint and paper on
stitched canvas
25 x 25cm
2018

Tom Down . www.tomdown.co.uk

Empty mountain
Oil on Linen
90 x 120cm

Tamara Dubnyckyj . www.tamaradubnyckyj.net

Stage dilemma II
Oil on panel
23 x 23cm
2014-18

Sara Dudman . www.saradudman.com

‘Duologue (thrown rock muses | swarm)
Gouache, gesso, Indian ink, watercolour over airmail letters from Amraoti
48 x 40cm
2018

Zachary Dutton . www.zacharydutton.co.uk

Bucket and Spade 2
Oil paint on canvas paper
35 x 32cm
2017

Jenny Eden . www.jennyeden.co.uk

Highland
Oil on linen
37 x 25cm
2018

Garry Edmiston-Taylor .

Central Square
Acrylic on canvas
122 x 122cm
2017

Instrument
Oil on calico
42 x 30cm
2018

Frances Edmonds .

Jane Fairhurst . www.janefairhurst.co.uk

Pool of Tears
Acrylic and oil on linen
40 x 40cm
2016

Cybele (Volupta)
70 x 100cm
2018

Kelly Ewing . www.kellyewingartist.co.uk

Airbed 1
Painting on double inflatable bed.
Spray paint, acrylic paint, household
emulsion, applique shapes, fur, sequin
letters
2018

Inside
151 x 182cm
Spray paint, household emulsion,
acrylic paint, oil pastel, charcoal,
sequin, attached letters, attached fur
2018

Laima (Destiny)
70 x 100cm
2018

Susan Francis . www.susanfrancis.com

Interiors
14 x glass circles each 16.5cm in
diameter

Pippa Gatty . www.pippagatty.com

Islet
Oil on linen
30 x 26cm
2016

Richard Graville . www.richardgraville.com

Cotton Stainer
Flashe on canvas
60 x 70cm
2018

Jason Gregory . www.jgregoryart.co.uk

Home
Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
85 x 105cm
2017

Untitled
Acrylic on MDF
19 x 27cm
2017

Oliver Guyon . www.oliverguyon.com

Cave
Mineral Pigment, casein, larch
turpentine, gesso & linen on panel
25.2 x 16.3 x 6.6cm
2018

Boho
Mineral pigment, casein, larch
turpentine, gesso & linen on panel
38.1 x 24.4 x 6cm
2018

Adam Hennessey . www.adam-hennessey.com

Pizza
Acrylic on canvas
50 x 35cm
2017

Nail House - Ladder
Oil on canvas
50 x 50cm
June 2018

Christopher Holloway . www.christopherholloway.net

Lull
Oil on panel
40 x 50cm
2018

Laura Hudson . www.laurahudson.co.uk

Parachute
Oil on canvas
80 x 80cm
2018

Mew Jirasirikul . www.mewjirasirikul.com

Lemonworld
Oil and graphite on hinged wood boards
25 x 60cm
2017

Motion sickness
Acrylic, oil, spray paint, charcoal,
and assemblage on canvas
100 x 70cm
2018

Andy Jones . www.andyjones1970.wixsite.com

Botanic Gardens Detail 1
Acrylic & glue on Industrial plastic
sheeting
10 x 12ft

Graham Jones . Instagram@grahamp.jones

Untitled
Oil and acrylic on foam board
30 x 30cm
2018

Lucia Jones . www.ljonesart.co.uk

All fur coat and no knickers
Oil on calico
33.3 x 37.1 x 3cm
2017

Jarik Jongman . www.jarikjongman.nl

House (2)
Oil on canvas
60 x 80cm
2015

Bernadette Kerrigan .

Seeing Sights
Oil on Linen
50 x 30 x 2cm
2018

Catherine Knight . www.catherineknight.com

Nymphenberg Palace
Oil on both sides of tracing paper
24 x 30cm
2018

Catrin Llwyd . www.catrinllwyd.co.uk

Garden sculpture
Oil on board
20 x 18.5cm
2018

Blue Building, Green Trees
Oil on Board
2018

Paula MacArthur . www.paula-macarthur.com

All the love that’s in my heart
Oil on canvas
100 x 100cm
2018

Joy experienced at that moment
Oil on canvas
100 x 100cm
2018

Alice MacDonald . www.instagram.com/alice__mac/

Upside Down
Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
122 x 105cm
2018

Christopher Marsh . www.christophermarshart.com

Honest John
Acrylic on Canvas
61 x 45cm
2018

Eilish McCann . www.eilishmccann.com

We live in the woods
Oil on canvas
40 x 50cm
2018

Michael McCormack . www.michaeljamesmccormack.com

Irish History Painting - The Burial of King Dathy in the Alps, his thinned troops
laying stones on his grave.
Pigment, oil, hard pastel and charcoal on canvas. Pine and plywood stand, polyester,
thread, walnut dye and varnish
138 x 38cm
2018

Rachel McDonnell . www.rachelmcdonnell.com

Dissonance XIII
Acrylic on Canvas
161 x 122cm
2016

“Bloc Coch #1” (“Red Block #1)
Oil on canvas
50 x 60cm
2016

“Blociau Coch #3” (Red Blocks #3)
Oil on canvas
50 x 60cm
2016

Ruth Murray . www.ruthmurray.com

James Moore . www.jamescmoore.org

Polygon Window
Oil on Canvas
80 x 47cm
2018

Anthony Morris . facebook.com/anthonymorrisartist

‘My Dream of Flying to Wake Island
Oil on Canvas
110 x 70cm
2016

Canopy
Oil on canvas
160 x 190cm
2015/ 2016

Sylwia Narbutt . www.works.io/sylwia-narbutt

Morph II
Oil on paper
30 x 50cm
2018

Max Naylor . maxnaylor.com

Poltergeist im Küche
Oil on Canvas
91 x 46cm
2018

Rolina Nell . www.rolinanell.nl

Untitled
Egg tempera
70 x 50cm
2017

Philip Nicol . www.philipnicol.co.uk

Still life, Towel
Oil on linen
56 x 51cm
2017

Elvira Rose Oddy . cargocollective.com/elviraroseoddy

Laboratory
Oil paint on paper mounted on wood
90 x 70cm
2017

Night Painter
Oil and gouache on linen
90 x 70cm
2017

Mahali O’Hare . www.instagram.com/mahaliohare/

Kissinthewoods
Oil on canvas
73 x 50cm
2018

Amy Owen . www.amy-owen.com

Node
Acrylic on plywood
38 x 33cm (x2)
2017

Alluding to
Oil an acrylic on plywood
40 x 60cm
2015

Susanne Lund Pangrazio . www.susannelundpangrazio.com

The man with the many faces
Oil on wooden board
18 x 24cm
2017

The shadow sees and the shadow takes
Oil on wooden board
15 x 20cm
2017

Nadja Plein . www.nadjagabrielaplein.co.uk

first-cool-after-the-summer-waiting
Oil on aluminium
50 x 41cm
2017

Eiligwünschen zuhören
(listening to wishes of hurry)
Oil on aluminium
50 x 41cm
2017

Rhodri Rees . Instagram: rhodri.rees.25

Come and play with us
Oil on canvas
26 x 36cm
2018

William Reinsch . www.williamreinsch.co.uk

Kalopsia
Oil on panel (cradled)
40 x 30 x 5cm
2017

Rapt
Oil on panel (cradled)
30 x 24 x 3cm
2017

Geza Ricz . www.gezaricz.format.com

Housework
Oil on canvas
40 x 50cm
2017

Planning
Oil on canvas
80 x 80cm
2017

Tim Ridley . www.timridley.co.uk

Ed Saye . www.edsaye.com

Dogmonkey
Oil and found object on found wooden hinged
diptych
6.5 x 13 x 1cm

Lee Shott .

Luke Roberts .

Abstracted Skin Study 1
Oil on canvas
40 x 25cm

Everything Was Beautiful and Nothing Hurt
Oil on linen
61 x 46cm
2018

Abstracted Skin study 2
Oil on canvas
40 x 60cm

Abandoned Car
Oil on canvas
60 x 60cm
2017

Jayne Anita-Smith . www.jayneanitasmith.com

Burrow
Acrylic and oil on paper
34 x 23.3cm
2018

Tomos Sparnon . www.tomossparnon.com

Study of a Seated Figure 2
150 x 150cm
Oil paint, chalk, charcoal, graphite and pencil on paper
2018

Danilo Stojanovic . www.stojanovicdanilo.wordpress.com

Low tide at dusk
Oil on canvas
30 x 20cm
2018

The settlers
Oil on panel
25 x 22.7cm
2018

Mircea Teleaga . www.mirceateleaga.com

Untitled
Oil on linen
40 x 36cm
2017

Untitled
Oil on paper
40 x 30cm
2017

Molly Thomson . www.mollythomson.com

False starts, second thoughts
Acrylic and plastic on panel
40 x 29cm
2018

It’s come to this
Acrylic on panel
30 x 22.5cm
2018

Hannah Turner-Duffin . www.instagram.com/hannah_turner_duffin/

Forget-Me-Not
Oil, acrylic on canvas and linen tufted through nylon
30 x 30cm
2018

Avis Underwood .

Filament
Oil on canvas
40 x 30cm
2018

Monica Perez Vega . www.monicaperezvega.com

Thwarted
Acrylic, flash and spray paint on formed paper
40 x 45cm
2018

Ziling Wang . www.wangziling.co.uk

venues

Swansea College of Art . Dynevor Campus . De-La Beche Street . Swansea . SA1 3EU

Glynn Vivian Art Gallery . Alexandra Rd . Swansea . SA1 5DZ

Mission Gallery . Gloucester PL. Maritime Quarter . Swansea . SA1 1TY

Cinema & Co . 17 Castle St . Swansea . SA1 1JF

Half the flame
Acrylic on linen
88 x 45 x 2.5cm
2017

Gallery 211 . 211 High St . Swansea . SA1 1PE

Galerie Simpson . 222 High St . Swansea . SA1 1NX

Jan Williams . www.janwilliamsart.com
Volcano Theatre . 27-29 High St . Swansea . SA1 1LG

Swansea Grand Theatre . the Arts Wing . Singleton Street . Swansea . SA1 3QJ

elysium gallery . 16 College Street . Swansea . SA1 5BH

elysium studios . 34a Orchard Street . Swansea . SA1 5AW

Oxfam Bookshop . 34 Castle St . Swansea . SA1 1HZ

Life in Lime
Lime wash on board
45 x 60cm
2016

nightswimming
Mission Gallery . Gloucester PL. Maritime Quarter . Swansea . SA1 1TY
Launches Saturday 28th July . 2pm
Exhibition continues until 8th July . Open Tues - Sat . 11am - 5pm

Simon Bayliss . Lindsey Bull . Martyn Cross . Gordon Dalton . Lara Davies .
Tom Down . Tamara Dubnyckyj . Robbie Fife . Rebecca Gould . Marielle Hehir .
Aly Helyer . Linda Hemmersbach . Dan Howard-Birt . Richard James . Iwan Lewis .
Jonathan Lux . James Moore . Hannah M Morris . Philip Nicol . Tom Pitt . Ben Risk
. Ben Sadler . Toby Ursell . Casper White . Ellie Young

“Night gives us the space for things to happen in. Once we pass through twilight
into darkness, edges blur; we lose the sense of things. We start to question what
is in front of us; we become aware of darkness’ ability to multiply risk. The fear of
getting caught. Within the depths of darkness we are continually in doubt. Our
vision becomes searching, figures and forms appear and disappear in the shadows.
Artists often utilise this area of confusion to draw out forms and ideas, like
finding a figure within an abstract painting”

Mission Gallery is pleased to present LLE, an artist-led curatorial project with a
focus on contemporary painting. From a base in Wales they aim to showcase their
artists via projects, international art fairs and exhibitions.
Lack of light has been a constant feature in the creation of artwork, from the
earliest cave paintings through to the works of Rembrandt, and later Walter
Sickert. Within this show LLE bring together contemporary works that reach into
the darkness, questioning how the lack of light affects the work and what this
means to the viewer.

www.missiongallery.co.uk
www.llegallery.com

James moore . Extreme Metaphors
Tamara Dubnyckyj . Cymbal
Jonathan Lux
Lindsey Bull . Somewhere Over The Rainbow
Casper White, It Just Feels Gross

子午線 Meridian: Contemporary Chinese Works
on Paper
Volcano Theatre . 27-29 High St . Swansea . SA1 1LG
Launches Saturday 4th August . 2pm
Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Mon – Sat . 11am – 5pm

Yuan FengHui . Meng Jie . Wang LinTong . Zhao Hai Long . Gao Rong . Zhao Bao
Shan . Qiang ShiJun . Dong Tao . Mu Ya Wei . Chen Ye . Ouyang YuLing .
Zhang Yun

“Meridian” is the result from the Sino –Welsh collaboration instigated by
Jonathan Powell of Elysium Gallery and Robin Martin of Famay Cross Cultural
Communications Xi’an China. The exhibition will herald the beginning of a
yearlong Swansea/China artist and exhibitions exchange and is a part of this
years’ Beep Painting Biennial citywide festival of contemporary painting.

“Between two points, Line minimum, after starting from the beginning, dream I am
to build the Bridge.” Wang Xiao 2013

Meridians are an integral part of traditional Chinese Medicine. The word also
describes the connecting points of equal longitude that reflects our aim in
establishing an on going connection with Welsh and China artists.
The Meridian exhibition will demonstrate the vibrant and dynamic and artistic,
contemporary cultural landscape of Chang-an Xi’an which was the ancient
capital of China and has been renowned as a city of outstanding artistic
achievement for over five thousand years.

www.volcanotheatre.co.uk

Wang LinTong
Ouyang YuLing

Joy Revision

and break free from the stretcher.
Her ceramics explore similar themes in a similarly open and painterly way. Using a new medium

Galerie Simpson . 222 High St . Swansea . SA1 1NX

such as ceramics is interesting as an artist can come to it unaware of the conventions and
rules. A whole new way of working and thinking through making becomes suddenly possible.

Launches Saturday 4th August . 2pm
Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Weds – Sat . 12am – 5pm

Stephen Snoddy wants viewers to look at the relationships between his works, and how
he carries lines and formats from one picture over to another. He sometimes regards

Angela De La Cruz . Sarah Pickstone . Andrea Ruthi . Anne Ryan . Stephen Snoddy

two consecutive paintings as a diptych, with left and right-hand panels forming parts of
a composite whole. There is an obsessive commitment to playing out endless permutations

Galerie Simpson brings together five important contemporary painters to Swansea.

of specific forms and he goes along with an ontological methodology. The work becomes
defined by its geometries, serial approach and limitless variations.

At first glance, Angela de la Cruz’s paintings appear to have been vandalized or flagrantly
abused. Mangled stretchers, slashed canvases, twisted and violated, are hung on the wall

‘The paintings often come in a small series and incorporate architectural and geometric

like macabre trophies, and yet it is this deliberate and systematic desecration of the canvases,

structures with colour to get everything right – space, line, form. The final result is a

which informs the end result. Emotionally raw, yet canny and sharply ironic, De la Cruz

balanced resolution made through corrections, revisions and re-workings that show a

confronts the ‘problem’ with painting by incorporating its very destruction into the work

mixture of judgement through the intrinsic process of making. I both pay attention and

itself.

call attention to the means and alertness of the language of painting and in particular in
‘Homage’ the paintings of Henri Matisse from 1913 -17.’

Manchester born Sarah Pickstone won the first prize in the John Moores Painting Prize 2012
with her painting Stevie Smith and The Willow, and was also a runner up for the prize in 2004.

www.galeriesimpson.com

She won the Rome scholarship in Painting and spent a year at the British School at Rome. The
Royal Academy of Arts has commissioned Allegory of Painting: two large scale paintings for
the entrance of Burlington House, as part of RA 250, which will go on display in September
2018.

The paintings of Andreas Rüthi celebrate the hallucinogenic power of colour. They
investigate new possibilities held within the tradition of painting: playing with the nature of
reproduction, imitation, re-presentation and scale.
The inspiration for these paintings range from found old colour lithographs, to
photographs taken by his wife, artist Helen Sear. The intention to extend the potential held
within a reproduction through the act of gesture and reinterpretation is the uniting element
across all the works.

Anne Ryan ‘cut outs’ are loose and playful, they are about letting the painting come to life
Sarah Pickstone

Stephen Snoddy

Everything Now
Gallery 211 . 211 High St . Swansea . SA1 1PE
Launches Saturday 4th August . 2pm
Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Tues – Sat . 11am – 5pm

Kate Bell . Sam Chapman . Philip Cheater . Hanlyn Davies . Lucy Donald .
Hannah Downing . Carys Evans . Geraint Ross Evans . Gill Figg . Helen Finney
. Paul Hughes . Richard James . Phil Lambert . Dalit Leon . Carolyn Little .
George Little . Mary McCrae . Arwel Micah . Rhiannon Morgan . Tom Morris
. Patricia Nicholls . Graham Parker . Alan Perry . Jean Perry . David Perry .
Jonathan Powell . Bruce Risdon . Eifion Sven-Myer . Casper White .
Fran Williams . Richard Williams

‘Everything Now’ brings together Swansea College of Art painting alumni from
the past 50 years. The exhibition represents different generations, experiences
& moments, but most importantly the present. We create work in the present, we
paint NOW.

This exhibition is dedicated to George Little, John Uzzell-Edwards
and Sue Griffiths.

www.beeppainting.com
Philip Cheater . Parts of a Whole
Samuel Chapman . Caverns
Geraint Ross Evans . Pignano, Italy
Rhiannon Morgan .
Graham Parker .

Artists in residence / Paint to the Teeth Bone

Inspired by the landscapes of the old masters, William’s dense hurried lines also
echo painters such as Leon Kossoff and John Virtue.

elysium gallery . 16 College Street . Swansea . SA1 5BH
Artists’ residencies take place at the elysium Orchard St studios throughout June
Launches Friday 17th August 7pm (opened by Professor Catrin Webster)

& July before continuing at elysium gallery culminating in their exhibition ‘Paint

Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Wed – Sat . 12am – 5pm

to the Teeth Bone’ as a part of this year’s Beep Painting Biennial.

Kena Brown . Lydia Courtier . Sophie Harding . Dylan Williams

www.elysiumgallery.com

‘Four young Swansea College of Art students were chosen to be this year, the
Beep Painting Biennial artists’ in residence. Selected by Professor Catrin Webster
and elysium/Beep Director Jonathan Powell, these emerging artists will be
offered valuable studio time, mentorship and an exhibition at elysium gallery this
summer.

Kena Brown’s work analyses the forms of emotions, creating a visual concept
through automatism. Her paintings document thought process and memories
through instinctive mark making and line. Colour arises spontaneously from
thoughts, and a title is triggered from memories. The paintings explore the unseen
and the primal instincts of what it is to be a painter.

Lydia Courtier’s autobiographical paintings merge text, abstraction and colour
to form an on-going conversation about her life through paint. It’s a celebration
of the good and bad in life with painting the one constant throughout.

Sophie Harding’s jarring portraits are focused around the human condition –
psychology and conflicts of the mind. The artist challenges the conventional
ideas of portraiture by obscuring the identity of the subject rather than
depicting it. Facial recognition is difficult as the artist explores notions of
identity, fragility and absence.

Dylan Williams documents everyday life through daily walks and the constant
observing of his surroundings that trigger his energetic and lively paintings.

Devolution K

journeys

The National Gallery of Contemporary Art Wales . Oxfam Bookshop .

Gallery 211 . First Floor . 211 High St . Swansea . SA1 1PE

34 Castle St . Swansea . SA1 1HZ
Launches Saturday 4th August . 2pm
Launches Saturday 4th August . 12pm

Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Wed – Sat . 12am – 5pm

Exhibition continues until 1st September . Open Mon – Sat 9:30am – 5pm . Sun 11am-4pm
Amy Goldring
Konstantinos Grigoriadis
Journeys, new paintings by Amy Goldring, exemplify a mix of spiritually charged content
Welcome to the new National Gallery of Contemporary Art Wales. The NGOCAW might be

and individualised pop gestures. The forms are myriad, yet the energy in each is of one

miniature in its size, but big in its ideas. Providing modern exhibition facilities within a ‘building’

source and unifying. It is an exploration into perfect imperfections and at its heart there

that is the best in modern Welsh architecture whilst designed to travel and inhabit different

is a deep respect and gentle love for all forms manifest. Formally the paintings reach

venues across Wales.

towards a balance of flowing, energetic line and colliding colours. The artist wishes
to charge the surface with a primal physicality and musicality that should uplift but

The first exhibition ‘Devolution K’ consists of paintings and sculptural forms based on the

simultaneously ground the viewer; an expansive journey that takes the soul downwards

experimental use of automatic drawing, found objects and decalcomania. The deliberate

and upwards at the same time.

accidents and aleatory forms create the space to explore and illustrate the connection
between past and future, microcosm and macrocosm, dark and light. Figures in psychedelic

www.amygoldringarts.co.uk

dreamscapes, spiritual entities and complex structures are situated in the blurred landscape

www.beeppainting.com

of evolution creating a visual approach of fauna and flora within a conceptual time and space.

Konstantinos Grigoriadis was born in 1985 in Kozani, Greece. Since his early years, he started
expressing himself as a punk musician, painter and illustrator. Along with his studies at the
A.T.E. I. of Thessaloniki, he worked in many theatres and projects dealing with set design,
sculpture, scenic painting, music performances and social activities. Simultaneously, he
attended a modern art course at the M.M.C.A of Thessaloniki, and took part in the 1st Workshop
of traditional architecture buildings restoration in north Greece. Konstantinos completed his
BA in Fine Art (3D and sculptural practice) at the University of Wales Trinity St David in 2014.
Currently based in Swansea, he became involved with steel props making and scenic projects
for the film industry.

www.nationalgalleryofcontemporaryartwales.com

Konstantinos Grigoriadis . arkh

Amy Goldring .

Canoflan y Gors
Volcano Theatre . 27-29 High St . Swansea . SA1 1LG
Launches Saturday 4th August . 2pm

Canolfan y Gors is a specialist secondary well being and learning centre based in
Carmarthen. Breaking down barriers to learning is central to our brief and we see
creative learning as a powerful form of communication, which helps rebuild confidence
and self-esteem. We celebrate and value a stimulating, creative learning environment
and our studio space supports our young people to seek opportunities to move
forward positively in their lives. All of our young people have experienced difficult
and challenging times. We constantly seek out collaboration projects to enrich our
provision and have recently developed a social enterprise brand, ‘Man a Man a Mwnci’.

Working with artists and makers has transformed the centre. Accessing local galleries
and artists has opened doors to future aspirations for our young people and has
restored their self-belief to give things a go, ‘man a man - might as well’. The exhibited
work includes pieces from our Year 11 GCSE group and some of our ‘Man a Man a Mwnci’
product designs.

SALON
Glynn Vivian Art Gallery . Alexandra Rd . Swansea . SA1 5DZ
Launches Friday 31st August . 5 - 8pm

Join us for an evening of paintings, painting talks, presentations, live music and
refreshments as we celebrate the end of Beep 2018 with a focus on the late great under
appreciated Welsh painter Nicholas Evans (1907 – 2004) as we delve into the archives and
talk to those who knew him.

This event will accompany Reclaiming the Inner Space by NS Harsha. This will be the
celebrated artists largest solo UK exhibition to date (7 July–9 September 2018) & takes
place in several spaces across the Glynn Vivian and includes three core works – a new
installation Feel Free to Feed Each Other, the UK premiere of Reclaiming the Inner Space,
and the seminal earlier work Stargazers.
Harsha works in painting, sculpture and installation, but is also inspired by a socially
engaged practice, drawing communities into his work which echoes his generosity and
spirit allowing the viewer to look at the world around them in a playful way.

https://www.swansea.gov.uk/article/42109/N.S.-Harsha---Facing

special thanks

Sponsors and venues

The growing popularity of beep and its development from a pop-up
exhibition to a citywide International event shouldn’t come as a
surprise. Painting in Wales is very healthy and producing some wonderful
artists. Painting will never go away, it is such a diverse and exciting
medium that continues to fascinate and evolve.

elysium
gallery

I am really excited for this years beep as it finally feels like it is
making its mark on the contemporary, national and International arts
scene with Wales and Swansea at the heart of it.

I feel that it is only in Swansea that everyone works together to make
ambitious cultural events happen and this is why beep has blossomed this
year.

Many thanks of course go to the artists
The generosity of all the Swansea venues
Ann Jordan for yet again providing the Peoples Prize Award
The Friends of the Glynn Vivian for providing the Welsh Prize
The arts Council of Wales for providing the money for this catalogue
The elysium gallery team for all there hard work especially
Philip Cheater (design) and Kelly Payne (admin... lots of admin)
The long list of people who gave up their valuable time to paint
walls, hang work and invigilate.

See you in 2020!

Jonathan Powell, Director elysium gallery & Beep Painting Biennial

Artist studios &
Creative enterprise hub

34a Orchard Street

elysium
offsite
www.beeppainting.com
www.elysiumgallery.com

